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Music produced for films is an inseparable component of filmic art. It also draws 
increasing attention worldwide as an emerging musical genre. Film Music, written by 
Kathryn Kalinak, a professor with Rhode Island College, introduces the basic theories 
and history of film music with natural and colloquial language. The author of the 
thesis translates this book in cooperation with another translator and analyzes the 
translation process and techniques used. In doing so, the author hopes to learn more 
about the style and translation techniques used in informative texts and discover her 
shortcomings during the translation process. Moreover, cooperating with others to 
translate the whole book will help the author to get familiar with the process of 
cooperative translation project and learn to be a good teamworker. 
Film Music consists of the preface, Chapter One to Chapter Seven and the 
Conclusion. This thesis covers Chapter Five to the Conclusion, which introduce the 
history of film music since 1927, composers and their crafts. The analysis of the 
translation process focuses on preparations for the translation, the problems and 
solutions during the translation and revision processes. The problems and solutions 
are analyzed on lexical level and syntactical level, including the translation of artistic 
terms and proper nouns as well as some frequently used techniques such as division, 
inversion and negation, etc. During the translation, the author has found that the 
challenges are caused by the ignorance of the background information and the 
extended meaning of certain words as well as the lack of Chinese competence, which 
requires the author to work on in the future.   
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Background of the Project 
This is a collaborative project which also involves Mr. Zhang Wenbo, my classmate. 
In choosing the translation project, factors including the subject, the length of the 
text, the date of publication and the value of the text, among others, are considered. 
Then the following principles are set for the selection of source text. First of all, the 
subject of the text should appeal to both of us and be of certain value for Chinese 
readers once the text is translated; second, it should be newly published so that the 
information it provides is fresh and it is less possible that there is already a 
translation of the text; thirdly, it should be in an appropriate length for two 
translators to work on to make its translation a full-length work.  
Film Music meets all the requirements above and is divided into two parts, 
among which the second is taken on by the translator and the first part by Mr. Zhang. 
Film music is a relatively unfamiliar field, especially for Chinese readers, as this art 
form has long been unjustifiably ignored by the public in China. Film music was 
born with the advent of films and is an integrated part of films, especially in the era 
of sound film. It is usually regarded as an affiliated form which is inferior to concert 
music. This is, however, not true. Film music is usually a hybrid of world music 
through which Chinese people can have access to the music of other cultures or give 
higher visibility to traditional Chinese music in the world. There are already many 
examples that different music from diversified cultures meet in films and spread all 
over the world with them. In a word, as a crossover art form, film music deserves 
more attention. I hope this translation project can do its bit for realizing it by 
introducing more information on film music to Chinese readers. 
Translating this book accommodates the translator to the style of artistic text, 
while analyzing the problems arising during the translation process helps clarify and 
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similar texts. 
1.2 Introduction to Film Music and Its Author 
Film Music，written by Kathryn Kalinak， is a member of The Very Short 
Introductions series (or VSI series). It is a book series published by the Oxford 
University Press since 1995. According to the Oxford University Press, each book in 
the series offers a concise yet cogent introduction to a particular subject. Written by 
acknowledged experts, most books are between 100–150 pages and contain 
suggestions for further reading. Authors often present personal viewpoints, but each 
introduction is intended to be balanced and complete. As of April 2009, there are 
more than 200 titles in the series, including History, Theology, Literary Theory, 
Philosophy of Science, Postmodernism, Emotion, Animal Rights, Ethics, 
Shakespeare, Hume, Terrorism, The Spanish Civil War and Evolution. The publisher 
states that the series will encompass every major academic discipline, offering all 
readers an accessible and abundant reference library. The VSI series has been 
extremely commercially successful, and many of the books have been used as 
textbooks in introductory university courses. 
Film Music is just like other books of this series. As its preface puts it, " This 
very short introduction aims to provide a lucid, accessible, and engaging overview of 
film music from the pragmatic (what it does and how it works) to the theoretical 
(why it works) and from the historical (film music as a practice across time) to the 
personal (how film music has been practiced by the individuals who have created it). 
Although there will be many references to film music as music, this book is not a 
specialized study of music, and readers need no prior musical training." There are 
also some other books on film music with a translated version of Chinese, including 
a homonym by Peter Larson, but many of them are not easily accessible. Besides, 
this book, compared with others, is more introductory and complete. There are some 
reviews of the book: "Kathryn Kalinak's Film Music is an outstanding achievement. 
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